The following list includes those published items and creative works as submitted by the faculty and staff at IUSB. The list is not intended as a comprehensive list of all works published by IUSB faculty and staff during 2017.

**Arts**

**Communication Studies**

Meluch, Andrea I.

- **Book Chapter**
  

- **Encyclopedia Entry**
  

- **Journal Article**
  

Wilson, Kari M.

- **Journal Article**
  

**Fine Arts**

Moore, Susan L.

- **Journal Article**
  
New Media

Lasater, Michael

Exhibitions


Lee, Young Suk

Conference Proceeding


Journal Article


Business and Economics

Accounting

Anderson, Tracey A.

Journal Article

Business Law

Swain, Andrew W.

Interview of state tax commissioner


Decision Sciences

Merhi, Mohammad I.

Conference Proceeding


Journal Article


Pathak, Bhavik K.

Conference Proceeding


Economics

Bregu, Klajdi

Journal Article


Valencia, Vicar S.

Journal Article


**Xu, Huanan**

**Journal Article**


**Zhuang, Hong**

**Journal Article**


**Finance**

**Kohli, Raj K.**

**Conference Proceeding**

Kohli, Raj K. "The Undergraduate College Education in Selected Midwestern States: Schools with the Best and Worst ROI." *Proceedings of the Academy of Finance* 2017

**Lu, Xing**

**Journal Article**


**Meisami, Alex**

**Journal Article**


**Management**

**Fox, Mark A.**

**Journal Article**


Reddy, Rama K.

**Conference Proceeding**


**Marketing**

Bindroo, Vishal M.

**Conference Proceeding**


Torkzadeh, Samaneh

**Conference Proceeding**


Clark, Thomas M.

Self-published scholarly work


Chemistry

Rizk, Shahir

Journal Article


Computer & Information Science

Scheessele, Michael R.

Technical Report


Zhang, Liqiang

Conference Proceeding


Journal Article


English

Balthaser, Benjamin L.

Book Chapter


Book Review


Journal Article


Botkin, Nancy C.

Poem


Brittenham, Rebecca

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article**


Chaney, Joseph R.

**Book Foreword**

Chaney, Joseph R. "Foreword." In Indiana Noble Sad Man of the Year Wolfson Press, South Bend, Indiana, pp. 11-16, February 2017.

**Poem in journal**


**Poems in an online Journal**


Ervick, Kelcey

**Short Story**


**Short Story - reprint**


**Visual Essay**


Visual Story


Lee, David D.

Book


Illustrations


Online Literary Journal


Poem in print journal

Lee, David D. "Unknown Woman with Bees." Unlucky Animals, 2017

Poems included in literary journal

Lee, David D. "CVS Health Corporation." Copper Nickel, 24: Spring 2017

Lee, David D. "Winterkill" & "Leaving Cantwell, Alaska" Prairie Schooner, July (3rd Quarter/Summer) 1, 2017.

Roth, Elaine

Encyclopedia Entry


Takanashi, Kyoko


History

Murphy, Tom


Nilsen, Micheline C.


Shlapentokh, Dmitry V.


Shlapentokh, Dmitry V. "The Death of Postmodernism." Russia in Global Affairs, 4 2017.

Shlapentokh, Dmitry V. "Turkmenistan's gas export dilemma." CACI Analyst, 15 November 2017".

Shlapentokh, Dmitry V. "Belarus and Russia Conflict: Gas and Oil as geopolitical weapons and the nature of present-day alliances." *ieee.es*, 27 November 2017.


Zwicker, Lisa F.

**Book Chapter**


**Informatics**

Yu, Liguo

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article**


Mathematical Sciences

Brown, Anne E.

Book Chapter

Brown, Anne E. "Ready for Class?" In Excellence in Teaching: Narratives from Award Winning Faculty, Edited by Castano Bishop, Marianne, Mettetal, Gwendolyn, and P.N. Saksena. Wolfson Press, South Bend, IN, 2017.

Cheng, Yi

Book Chapter


Connor, Peter

Journal Article


Guan, Zhong

Journal Article


Mogilski, Wiktor J.

Journal Article

Shafii-Mousavi, Morteza

Journal Article


Philosophy

Ananth, Mahesh

Journal Article


Shockey, Matthew M.

Journal Article


Physics & Astronomy

Hinnefeld, Jerry

Journal Article


Levine, Ilan Y.

Journal Article


Schimmrigk, Rolf K.

Journal Article


Political Science

Bennion, Elizabeth A.

Edited Book


Book Chapter


Professional Newsletter Essay


Karakatsanis, Neovi M.

Book Chapter


Book Review


Carlos Lisoni

Popescu, Gabriel
Journal Article

Psychology

Borshuk, Catherine
Journal Article

Juricevic, Igor
Journal Article


Research Journal Editorial


Ladd, Kevin L.

Book Chapter

Journal Article


McIntosh, John

Book Chapters


Journal Article


Schult, Carolyn A.

Book Chapter

Schult, Carolyn A. “Changing my mindset.” In Excellence in Teaching: Narratives from Award Winning Faculty, Edited by Castano Bishop, Marianne, Mettetal, Gwendolyn, and P.N. Saksena. Wolfson Press, South Bend, IN, 2017.


Sociology and Anthropology

Torstrick, Rebecca

Journal Article

VanderVeen, James M.

**Book Chapter**

VanderVeen, James M. "The More I Teach, the Less I Know." In Excellence in Teaching: Narratives from Award Winning Faculty, Edited by Castano Bishop, Marianne, Mettetal, Gwendolyn, and P.N. Saksena. Wolfson Press, South Bend, IN, 2017

**Journal Article**


Wells, Joshua J.

**Journal Article**


**Sustainability Studies**

Bailey, Krista

**Forum Paper**


**Women and Gender Studies**

Gerken, Christina

**Book Review**

Lidinsky, April

**Book Chapter**


**Textbook**


Rusnock, Andrea

**Book Review**


World Languages

Luppes, Jeffrey P.

**Book Review**


School of Education

Counseling & Human Services

Campbell, Joe A.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article**


**Larrier, Yvonne I.**

**Book**


**Case Study**


**Journal Article**


Linton, Jeremy M.

**Journal Article**


**Elementary Education**

Chang, Ni

**Book Chapter**


Cress, Susan W.

**Journal Article**


Hebert, Terri

**Journal Article**


Holm, Daniel T.

**Journal Article**


**Secondary Education**

Gressick, Julia A.

**Conference Proceeding**

Journal Article


Mettetal, Gwynn W.

Book


Book Chapter


Okrah Ph.D., Kwadwo A.

Journal Article


College of Health Sciences

Applied Health Sciences

Clift, Ian C.

Instructional Material


Journal Article


Magazine Article


Health Sciences

Fisher, Thomas

Journal Article


Hopkins, Dawn W.

Journal Article


Rossow, Caren C.

Book


Book Chapter


Nursing

Dobrzykowski, Teri M.

Journal Article

Jones, Sharon M.

Journal Article


Sofhauser, Cyndi D.

Letter, Journal


White, Barbara J.

Journal Article


Library

Elliott, Julie M.-F.

Book Review


Finlay, Stephen C.

Journal Article


Thomas, Susan E.

Book Review


Social Work

Bennett, Larry W.

Book Chapter


Journal Article


Gallagher, John R.

Book Review


Journal Article


